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Tossups

1. The use of HEMT amplifiers to study this feature started with the DASI telescope, which operated 
alongside several balloon-based bolometers. Research on this feature is often conducted from observatories in 
deserts like the Atacama or Antarctica, where observers can avoid the water hole. The two modes of 
polarization in this feature are named in analogy to (*) E-fields and B-fields. George Smoot observed that this 
feature has been Doppler shifted in the direction of the Great Attractor since its formation at the surface of last 
scattering. The acoustic oscillations that produced structure during the era of recombination were observed in this 
feature by the COBE (“KOH-bee”) satellite. WMAP (“W-map”) measured this feature at 2.7 kelvins. For 10 points, 
name this long-wavelength relic radiation of the Big Bang.
ANSWER: cosmic microwave background radiation [or CMBR; accept the CMB dipole anisotropy or peaks of 
the CMBR power spectrum]
<IC, Other Science>

2. A leader of this country’s communist party wrote his thesis supporting abortion legalization in the USSR 
and was accused of escaping prison on a Soviet submarine. A leader of this country called it a “social state” as 
part of his “political spring” reforms, but was forced to resign after Adrian Hastings’s exposé of the 
Wiriyamu Massacre. This country’s National Union was declared to be a “non-party” by its longtime (*) 
economist dictator. After this country’s PIDE secret police was disbanded, it continued to operate in its overseas 
colonies until their 1975 independence. The Armed Forces Movement launched a bloodless event that ousted this 
country’s prime minister Marcello Caetano. For 10 points, name this country whose Carnation Revolution toppled 
the Estado Novo founded by António Salazar.
ANSWER: Portugal [accept Second Portuguese Republic or Segunda República Portuguesa]
<AL, European History>

3. A poem begins by describing the “eyes sunken” of this poet, who “driven by languorous desire … haunts 
the frozen shore”; that poem is by Paul Verlaine. A poem written from this author’s perspective claims, “My 
life is bitter with thy love.” The speaker of a poem by this author becomes “greener than grass” and feels “the 
heart in my chest on wings.” This poet’s lover titles a sadomasochistic poem published in (*) Poems and 
Ballads; that poem is by Algernon Swinburne. This poet feels “thin fire…racing under skin” in Anne Carson’s 
translation in If Not, Winter. A man “seems equal to gods” in “Ode to Anactoria,” a poem by this writer, who 
described a goddess as “iridescent-throned” and asked her to “be my ally.” For 10 points, name this Greek poet of 
“Ode to Aphrodite,” known as the Tenth Muse.
ANSWER: Sappho of Lesbos
<CM, European Literature>

4. The Rosi lab found that female examples of these organisms, but not males, exhibited no behavioral deficits 
when exposed to space radiation. The largest supplier of these organisms for research is Bar Harbor’s 
Jackson Laboratory. David Masopust pioneered the use of the “dirty” variety of these organisms to model a 
more natural microbiome. These organisms are the most common target of a gene (*) knockout system that is 
activated by doxycycline or tamoxifen, known as the Cre-Lox system. The C57BL/6 is the most common strain of 
these organisms, which are commonly used due to their combination of ease of care, fast growth rate, and high 
homology to humans. For 10 points, Mus musculus is the scientific name of what common biomedical model 
organism, a small rodent?



ANSWER: mice [accept mouse; accept JAX mice; accept Mus musculus until read; reject “rats”]
<MP, Biology>

5. Sandra H. Petrulionis analyzed this town’s abolitionist movement in To Set this World Right, which 
highlights an 1837 speaking tour by the Grimké sisters hosted by Mary Brooks of this town’s women’s 
antislavery society. During a battle in this town, a local resident convinced soldiers to put out a fire they had 
started while searching for munitions buried under plowed cropland. Ephraim Wales Bull developed a fruit 
named for this town that is often used for jelly. A battle in this town began when Isaac Davis led Acton (*) 
minutemen over the Old North Bridge, which a poem titled this town’s “hymn” described as the “shot heard round 
the world.” Henry David Thoreau lived by this Massachusetts town at Walden Pond. For 10 points, the opening 
battles of the Revolutionary War are named for Lexington and what town?
ANSWER: Concord, Massachusetts [accept Battle of Concord; accept Concord grapes; accept “Concord Hymn”; 
accept Concord Female Anti-Slavery Society; prompt on the Battles of Lexington and Concord; prompt on CFASS] 
(“Concord Hymn” was written by Ralph Waldo Emerson.)
<SL, American History>

6. In a sīra (“SEE-rah”), four clan elders moved one of these objects by each holding a corner of a cloth. 
According to al-Bukhari, it was believed that Musa had a scrotal hernia until one of these objects ran away 
with his clothes while he was bathing, forcing him to chase after them naked. At least 49 of these objects are 
used over the course of three days during the practice of (*) ramī al-jamarat. The parts of a shattered and revered 
example of these objects are now embedded in a rounded silver frame. Three pillars symbolizing the devil are 
symbolically attacked with small examples of these objects during the Hajj. For 10 points, Muslim pilgrims kiss a 
black example of what type of object that is set in a corner of the Kaaba?
ANSWER: stones [or pebbles or rocks or equivalents; accept Black Stone or al-Ḥajaru al-Aswad; accept Stoning 
of the Devil]
<AK, Religion>

7. A candy store worker is conscripted into this conflict but dies before firing a shot in one of 56 vignettes that 
comprise a Nellie Campobello novel. In another novel set during this conflict, the protagonist’s sister makes 
love to a soldier while on the back of a horse, works at a brothel, and then ascends the army’s ranks to 
become a general. As his secretary plays a tape recording of his business deals, the protagonist of a novel 
recalls losing his (*) first love, Regina, to soldiers in this conflict as his wife and daughter wait to learn the location 
of his will. After joining Tomas Arroyo’s forces in this conflict, the protagonist of a novel falls in love with Harriet 
Winslow. Artemio Cruz participates in, for 10 points, what conflict fought by Ambrose Bierce in Carlos Fuentes’s 
novel The Old Gringo?
ANSWER: Mexican Revolution [or Revolución mexicana] (The first two novels are Cartucho and Like Water for 
Chocolate.)
<CM, World Literature>

8. A boy strangles one of these open-mouthed animals in a widely copied sculpture by Boethus. In a work 
dedicated to Apollonia, a girl holds a pomegranate and one of these animals; that naiskos, like many others of 
its genre, depicted one of these animals with a deceased child. A fractured sculpture of a humanoid figure 
with features of these animals was discovered at the Sanctuary of the Great Gods and now stands on a 
reconstructed gray marble (*) prow. That sculpture with a missing head accommodated the features of these 
animals with two dorsal slots in its torso. One of these animals is on the reverse of an Athenian tetradrachm. For 10 
points, name these animals whose features are combined with the human form in the Winged Nike of Samothrace.
ANSWER: birds [accept specific kinds of birds such as goose or owls or doves]
<DC, Visual Arts>



9. Intersex activist Jim Sinclair claimed these people are “foreigners in any culture” in a speech titled “Don’t 
Mourn For Us.” A book about these people by Eric Garcia highlights a generational split between older 
individuals like Ari Ne’eman and those born after 1990. They aren’t homeless people, but the ASAN self-
advocacy group for these people ended a partnership with (*) Sesame Street due to PSAs promoting a “100 Day 
Kit” for their relatives. In September 2021, a study led by Simon Baron-Cohen that collected 10,000 of these 
people’s genomes was paused after complaints that the data could be used for eugenics; that study was Spectrum 
10K. For 10 points, name these people, like Temple Grandin or Greta Thunberg, who share a developmental 
disability whose spectrum includes Asperger’s syndrome.
ANSWER: autistic people [or people with autism or people on the autism spectrum or people with PDD-NOS; 
accept people with Asperger’s syndrome until read; accept more specific groups like autistic men or autistic 
women or autistic children; prompt on neurodiverse people or neurodivergent people; prompt on disabled people or 
developmentally disabled people or people with disabilities]
<EK, CE/Geo/Other>

Note to moderator: read the answerline carefully.
10. Description acceptable. This general region was assigned a mythical boundary at the mountains of Manu 
and ruled by Qebehsenuef (“keh-beh-SEN-noo-eff”). Priests in Heliopolis held that Atum died in this general 
region, which is contrasted with Khepri’s domain. In the New Kingdom, cult worship of past pharaohs was 
held in the desert of this region and involved crossing the Nile to literally enter it. This earthly region was the 
typical site of necropolises and was used to figuratively refer to (*) Duat, the land of the dead. The horizon of 
this region was where the sun barque entered the underworld before emerging twelve hours later on the opposite end 
of the sky. For 10 points, identify this general region that included the half of Egypt in the direction of the setting 
sun.
ANSWER: the West [or the western direction or horizon; or amenti; or amentet; accept the West Bank of the Nile, 
the Western Desert, Western Thebes, Western Luxor, or Foremost of the Westerners; accept the land of the 
sunset, the setting sun, the evening sky before “sky”; prompt on the Sahara desert, Thebes, or Luxor; prompt on 
tombs, the cemetery, the Theban or Luxor necropolis, or funerary complexes until “necropolises” with “what 
general region are those in?”; prompt on the land of the dead, the Egyptian underworld, or Duat before “Duat” with 
“what real location was used to refer to that?”]
<KW, Mythology>

11. In his travelogue about this empire, Fernão Nunes relates how an official presented a dying ruler with 
she-goat eyes instead of the eyes of his half-brother. The most powerful ruler of this empire was advised by 
the prime minister Timmarusu and scholars nicknamed the “elephants in eight directions,” including a witty 
poet from Tenali. This empire went into decline after four Muslim sultanates defeated it at the Battle of 
Talikota. In 1500, the world’s second-largest city after Beijing was this empire’s capital at (*) Hampi, which 
may have been founded by Harihara I. This empire defeated the Bahmani Sultanate under Krishna Deva Raya, who 
patronized Telugu and Tamil literature. For 10 points, name this empire in southern India whose twelve-letter-long 
name translates to “city of victory.”
ANSWER: Vijayanagara Empire [accept Karnata Kingdom; accept Kingdom of Bisnegar]
<PV, World History>

12. A man in a play by this author remarks, “You’re welcome to your angels, philosophy is mine” and “no 
one willingly dies for anything.” A play by this author ends with the protagonist dropping sixpence on the 
floor and proclaiming, “The whole worl's in a terrible state o' chassis.” Maisie takes a gramophone as 
recompense from a character who refuses to pay back a loan in a play by this author in which a priest finds a 
job for a “ne’er-do-well” who loses an inheritance due to the (*) bungling of the lawyer Charlie Bentham. 
Minnie hides a bag of bombs to save Donal Davoren in a play by this author, who wrote about the drunkard 



“Captain” Jack and his friend Joxer Daly. For 10 points, name this Irish playwright of Shadow of a Gunman and 
Juno and the Paycock.
ANSWER: Seán O’Casey [or Seán Ó Cathasaigh; or John Casey]
<JS, British Literature>

13. This adjective appears in the title of a collection whose penultimate piece expands upon J. S. Bach’s 
Chromatic Fantasia and Fugue in D minor. 100 pieces that range in length from less than a minute to almost 
an hour comprise a Kaikhosru Sorabji collection titled for this adjective, which also partly titles a collection 
whose fourth piece opens with arpeggiated diminished 7th chords that lead into a rapid (*) “cadenza ad 
libitum.” That collection described by this adjective uses left-hand tremolos to evoke the image of falling snow in its 
piece “Chasse-neige.” This adjective titles an 1852 collection whose fourth piece was inspired by two poems by 
Lord Byron and Victor Hugo, both titled “Mazeppa.” For 10 points, name this adjective that titles a set of twelve 
difficult études by Franz Liszt.
ANSWER: transcendental [accept Transcendental Études or Transcendental Studies or Études d’exécution 
transcendante; accept 100 Transcendental Studies]
<SL, Auditory Arts>

14. This phenomenon names an extension of space groups that contain an additional “antisymmetry” 
operation that inverts the color of all lattice points. A theorem about this phenomenon is proven by noting 
that an integral of an odd function of momentum vanishes, so the thermal average of a quantity representing 
this phenomenon is zero; thus, this phenomenon is non-classical, as was proven by Bohr and Van Leeuwen. 
Different forms of this phenomenon correspond to different signs of the (*) exchange interaction. This 
phenomenon is modeled by a lattice of spins that displays a phase transition between two forms of this phenomenon 
at the Curie temperature. For 10 points, name this subject of the Ising model, whose “ferro” form occurs when 
moments align in materials like iron.
ANSWER: magnetism [or word forms like magnetization; accept specific types, like ferromagnetism; accept 
other words or phrases that contain the root “magnet”]
<AF, Physics>

15. A protester in this city was jailed for libel after printing a bulletin quoting the Isaiah verse, “woe unto 
them that decree unrighteous decrees”; that protester was J. S. Woodsworth. Army members simulated a 
Nazi invasion of this city on “If Day” to promote the sale of war bonds. John Barrett brought a case against 
this city that challenged the constitutionality of the Public Schools Act of 1890. Protesters in this city took 
gunfire during “Bloody Saturday” of a (*) strike sparked by the One Big Union. This is the largest city in a 
province that had a crisis over public funding of “separate schools” for Catholics and Protestants. Simmering 
tensions after World War I sparked this city’s 1919 general strike. For 10 points, name this Canadian provincial 
capital central to the Manitoba Schools Question.
ANSWER: Winnipeg [accept Winnipeg general strike]
<NH, Other History>

16. The discovery of the “sigma hole” in these elements has prompted study of non-covalent interactions in 
other groups. Shirakawa showed that, when doped with these elements, polyacetylene gains charge-carrying 
carbocations. These elements behave analogously to fulminates. Trace levels of peroxide activate these 
elements in the canonical anti-Markovnikov reaction, which proceeds through (*) radical addition. When there 
is only one hydrogen, one-carbon compounds of these elements are given the suffix “-form.” These non-metals are 
common anions in binary acids because they prefer to have a charge of negative one. Electronegativity is greatest 
for, for 10 points, what elements whose most reactive member is fluorine?
ANSWER: halogens [or Group 17; accept halogen bonds; accept pseudohalogens; prompt on haloforms]
<KW, Chemistry>



17. Myisha Cherry has critiqued Martha Nussbaum’s account of this thinker’s use of “transition-anger,” 
which appears in Tommie Shelby’s volume on this thinker’s philosophy, To Shape a New World. The 
“Conclusion” of Martin Hägglund’s This Life centers on this American’s call for a “radical revolution of 
values.” An essay by this thinker cites Martin Buber’s notion of “I–It” (“eye it”) relationships to explain how 
“man-made” codes can “distort” the soul in a defense of Saint (*) Augustine’s maxim that “an unjust law is no 
law at all.” This thinker, who claimed that the “arc of the moral universe… bends towards justice,” wrote that 
“injustice anywhere is a threat to justice everywhere” in an essay on civil disobedience. For 10 points, name this 
author of “Letter from a Birmingham Jail.”
ANSWER: Martin Luther King, Jr. [or MLK]
<JB, Philosophy>

18. In 1998, François Nars was inspired to create a type of this product by the Shocking! perfume lines of 
Coco Chanel’s rival designer, Elsa Schiaparelli. Leticia Miranda wrote a 2017 Buzzfeed essay on “why 
Rihanna is the perfect person to sell” this product after the “Stunna” line was launched by Fenty Beauty. As 
part of her “Pillow Talk” line, Charlotte Tilbury debuted a variant of this product that would advance her (*) 
“Matte Revolution.” Christian Dior created two “iconic” versions of this product –– 9 and 99 –– in order to better 
accentuate his models’ features on the runway. In 1990, Bobbi Brown revolutionized the beauty industry by 
debuting ten variants of this product in “natural shades.” A “Cupid’s bow” can be formed by––for 10 points––what 
makeup product that applies color around the mouth?
ANSWER: lipstick [prompt on lip makeup until “makeup”]
<WJ, Other Arts>

19. In the “Lausberg area,” dialects of a language in this family have a five-vowel system derived by only 
neutralizing the length distinctions of its protolanguage. This family grammaticalized a word meaning “in 
mind” into an adverbial clitic. “Ambigeneric” nouns that are feminine when plural occur in the only major 
language in this group that has retained a robust case system. The word for “hundred” in this group’s parent 
language and the (*) Indo-Aryan word satem name a division in the Indo-European family. This group’s Western 
and Eastern branches are split by the La Spezia–Rimini isogloss. This group developed from the “Vulgar” form of 
its parent language in late antiquity. Occitan and Sardinian are part of, for 10 points, what group of languages that 
evolved from Latin?
ANSWER: Romance languages [accept more specific subgroups, like Iberian Romance languages or Western 
Romance languages; prompt on Italic languages; prompt on Indo-European languages until read; prompt on 
Latinate languages until “Latin” is read]
<JI, Social Science>

20. In a short story, after witnessing one of these characters perform a successful C-section on Lomas, Gan 
agrees to be impregnated by that character in return for being allowed to keep an illegal firearm. The 
protagonist of another story nicknames two of these characters Flapper and Raspberry. After venturing into 
a city abandoned by these characters, Jeff Spender goes insane and tries to shoot the rest of Captain Wilder’s 
group. These characters, which include Ylla (“ILL-uh”), were discovered to be killed by (*) chickenpox in the 
story “—And the Moon Be Still as Bright.” These beings title a story collection in which an automated house reads a 
poem on schedule after a nuclear strike; that story is “There Will Come Soft Rains.” For 10 points, name these 
beings who title a collection of Chronicles by Ray Bradbury.
ANSWER: aliens [or extraterrestrials; accept Martians or heptapods or Tlic; accept The Martian Chronicles] 
(The first two stories are Octavia Butler’s “Bloodchild” and Ted Chiang’s “Story of Your Life.”)
<DC, American Literature>



Bonuses

1. After remarking, “There’s a crack in the wall,” this character interrupts her song to introduce each member of the 
orchestra by name. For 10 points each:
[10h] Name this character, who is called “Our Lady of Ways” and “Our Lady of Means” in that song. In another 
song, this character pleads, “Give me morphine in a tin / Give me a crate of the fruit of the vine” after hearing the 
sound of an inbound train.
ANSWER: Persephone [reject “Proserpina”]
[10m] Persephone appears as one of five named characters in this folk musical created by Anaïs Mitchell. Hermes 
introduces each character in “Road to Hell,” this musical’s opening number.
ANSWER: Hadestown
[10e] Hadestown is a musical retelling of an ancient Greek myth about this couple that has been depicted on the 
stage countless times, including a Jacques Offenbach opera about one of them “in the underworld.”
ANSWER: Orpheus AND Eurydice [accept Orphée or Orfeo in place of “Orpheus”]
<DC, Other Arts>

2. This feature is measured by comparing the near-IR and red channels of AVHRR or ETM+, which are often 
calibrated against the Libyan Desert. For 10 points each:
[10m] Name this feature of a landscape measured with indices like NDVI and contrasted with the bare soil around it.
ANSWER: vegetation [accept normalized difference vegetation index, broadband greenness, greenery, plant life, 
or ground cover]
[10e] US ground cover charts update daily thanks to these vehicles, which carry out remote sensing from space.
ANSWER: satellites
[10h] SMAP carried synthetic-aperture radar to measure the backscatter associated with this variable, which 
determines the rate of thermal inertia in the top few millimeters. This variable can be measured nondestructively on 
the ground by using the scattering of neutrons from a radioactive source or cosmic rays.
ANSWER: soil surface moisture [or SM; accept available water capacity or AWC; reject “humidity”]
<KW, Other Science>

3. This territory names a branch of the Teutonic Knights that absorbed the Brothers of the Sword. For 10 points 
each:
[10m] Name this region on the Baltic Sea. Ivan the Terrible invaded this region in 1558, sparking its namesake war 
against the other Baltic powers, which included an invasion by Stephen Báthory.
ANSWER: Livonia [accept Livonian War; or Līvõmō or Liivimaa or Livonija; accept Livonian Brothers of the 
Sword; prompt on Latvia or Leţmō or Lettland; prompt on Estonia or Eesti or Estland]
[10h] Robert I. Frost has identified the Livonian War as the start of this process in the Baltic region. This process 
was first theorized by Michael Roberts, who argued that innovations spurred by the introduction of gunpowder 
weapons led to the creation of modern state bureaucracies.
ANSWER: Military Revolution
[10e] Roberts’s theory of the Military Revolution emphasized the return to linear tactics and use of shock cavalry 
implemented by this king from the Vasa dynasty, who led Sweden into the Thirty Years’ War.
ANSWER: Gustavus Adolphus [or Gustav II Adolph or Gustav II Adolf; prompt on Gustavus or Adolphus]
<SL, European History>

4. In the alternate universe of Vladimir Nabokov’s novel Ada or Ardor, one of this author’s works is attributed to 
Mademoiselle Larivière. For 10 points each:
[10h] Name this author of an oft-romanticized correspondence with the Russian artist Marie Bashkirtseff. The 
narrator gets a job fixing Raisa’s translations of this French author in an Isaac Babel story titled for him.
ANSWER: Guy de Maupassant



[10e] Bashkirtseff proclaimed, “Let us love dogs! Men and cats are unworthy,” in a work in this form that was 
published as I Am the Most Interesting Book of All. Anaïs Nin and Samuel Pepys (“peeps”) wrote works in this 
format. 
ANSWER: diary [or journal]
[10m] Tolstoy claimed to find “no moral relation” in Maupassant’s most famous novel, which is titled in French for 
this sort of person. Algirdas Greimas exhaustively analyzed a Maupassant story titled for “two” of these people.
ANSWER: friends [or amis; accept Bel-Ami or “Two Friends” or “Deux amis”; prompt on scoundrel]
<JB, European Literature>

5. In Western depictions, this object is often held aloft by an angel, while Orthodox iconography depicts this object 
shrouded in a blue halo and emitting a beam. For 10 points each:
[10m] Name this object that is only described in the Gospel of Matthew. Upon seeing this object, a group of figures 
“rejoiced with exceeding great joy.”
ANSWER: Star of Bethlehem [accept Christmas Star; prompt on star]
[10h] In Christian tradition, Herod ordered the Massacre of the Innocents after interpreting this minor prophet’s 
prophecy about a “ruler in Israel” coming from Bethlehem to mean that the infant Christ would come to usurp him. 
ANSWER: Micah [accept Book of Micah]
[10e] The use of this resin in embalming is often interpreted as a recognition of Christ’s mortality. This resin was 
presented as a gift by the wise men to the infant Jesus along with gold and frankincense.
ANSWER: myrrh [accept Commiphora]
<DC, Religion>

6. A pair of cippi with bilingual inscriptions addressed to this deity were unearthed in Malta in the late 17th century. 
For 10 points each:
[10h] Name this deity whose primary temple had an entrance with one column of gold and one of emerald, 
according to Herodotus. When an invader was refused permission to sacrifice at this deity’s temple, he sacked the 
city by building a half-mile-long land bridge from the shore.
ANSWER: Melqart [accept Heracles-Melqart, Heracles-Melkarth, Heracles-Melicarthus, Hercules-Melqart, 
Hercules-Melkarth, or Hercules-Melicarthus; prompt on Heracles or Hercules by asking “what did the locals call 
the deity?”]
[10m] That invader, Alexander the Great, took this city by using his land bridge but spared its king Azemilcus, who 
hid in Melqart’s temple. This city was known for a namesake good produced by the secretion of murex sea snails.
ANSWER: Tyre [or Tyr or Tyros or Ṣūr; accept Tyrian purple]
[10e] The name of this man’s father, Hamilcar Barca, means “servant of Melqart.” This man supposedly went to 
sacrifice at Melqart’s temple in Gades before invading Italy in the Second Punic War.
ANSWER: Hannibal [or Hannibal Barca] (Gades is the modern city of Cádiz, Spain.)
<MK, Other History>

7. A piano concerto begins with this instrument playing a lyrical solo with the melody “B-flat, C, D,” followed by 
the triplet eighth notes “E-flat, D, C,” then “D, long F.” For 10 points each:
[10h] Name this instrument that opens that four-movement concerto, the third movement of which contains an 
extended cello solo. This instrument opens the first movement of a piano concerto whose second movement is 
marked andantino semplice.
ANSWER: French horn [reject “English horn”]
[10e] This composer’s second piano concerto opens with that solo horn melody. This German Romantic composer 
of two piano concerti also wrote a symphony derisively nicknamed “Beethoven’s Tenth.”
ANSWER: Johannes Brahms
[10m] This piano concerto begins with the horns playing the descending notes “F, D-flat, C, B-flat.” This piece was 
derided by Nikolai Rubenstein, as described in a letter to the composer’s patron Nadezhda von Meck.



ANSWER: Piano Concerto No. 1 in B-flat Minor by Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky [accept Pyotr Ilych Tchaikovsky’s 
Opus 23; prompt on answers that mention Tchaikovsky’s Piano Concerto without a number or Piano Concerto No. 1 
without “Tchaikovsky”]
<SL, Auditory Arts>

8. This poet wrote that “words cannot construct” the title structure in “My House Is the Red Earth.” For 10 points 
each:
[10h] Name this author of a poem that claims the title animals “will be rocked awake / past their bodies.” After 
repeating the title refrain, that poem by this writer describes those animals as “skins of ocean water.”
ANSWER: Joy Harjo (The unnamed poem is “She Had Some Horses.”)
[10m] The speaker of a Harjo poem argues with Roberto that the “real” form of this event is love. This event will 
not be “brought to you by the Schaefer Award Theater” according to a 1970 poem by Gil Scott-Heron. 
ANSWER: the revolution [accept “The Real Revolution is Love” or “The Revolution Will Not Be Televised”]
[10e] Harjo and Scott-Heron both wrote and performed in this poetic genre in which authors read their poems aloud 
before an audience, who snap their fingers to express appreciation.
ANSWER: spoken word poetry [accept slam poetry]
<WW, American Literature>

9. Applying this operation to the canonical position and momentum yields the Kronecker delta. For 10 points each:
[10m] Name this operation which is preserved under canonical transformations. This operation named for a French 
mathematician is the classical mechanics analogue of the commutator.
ANSWER: Poisson bracket [prompt on Poisson or bracket; prompt on Lie bracket]
[10h] This theorem can be proven in a surprisingly concise manner in Hamiltonian mechanics, in which it states that 
a function has zero Poisson bracket with the Hamiltonian if and only if it is constant along the integral curves of the 
Hamiltonian and vice versa.
ANSWER: Noether’s theorem
[10e] Less abstractly, Noether’s theorem implies that time symmetry corresponds to conservation of this quantity. 
Under a conservative force, the Hamiltonian is equal to the sum of the potential and kinetic forms of this quantity.
ANSWER: total energy [accept potential energy or kinetic energy]
<IC, Physics>

10. This concept is exemplified by “the corpse, seen without God and outside of science,” due to its material 
representation of the breakdown between life and death. For 10 points each:
[10h] Name this concept, a response elicited by the “jettisoned object” that exists outside of the symbolic order. The 
self’s experience of this concept is defined by phobia and jouissance (“zhwee-SAWNS”), rather than desire.
ANSWER: abjection [or the abject]
[10e] In Powers of Horror, Julia Kristeva traces abjection to early attempts to individualize oneself from one of 
these people. In the Oedipus complex, these people are the prototypical objects of sexual desire.
ANSWER: mothers [or moms or mas or equivalents; prompt on parents; prompt on women]
[10m] Kristeva linked abjection to narcissism, a concept central to this developmental period that begins at six 
months of age. In this period theorized by Jacques Lacan, the ego forms by identification with one’s specular image.
ANSWER: mirror stage [or mirror phase; or stade du miroir]
<WW, Social Science>

11. A poem titled for one of these objects insists, “You will return you will return!” and promises to “wait for you 
… under the cailcedra (“kyle-SEE-druh”).” For 10 points each:
[10h] Name this object that titles a novel about Ramatoulaye, who tells her best friend Aissatou about her husband’s 
choice to take a second wife and his death from a heart attack.
ANSWER: letter [accept So Long a Letter or “Letter to a Poet”]



[10m] This country is home to the author of So Long a Letter, Mariama Bâ. Bâ criticized the misogynistic ideas in 
“Black Woman,” a poem by an author from this country who wrote Shadow Songs and Éthiopiques.
ANSWER: Senegal [or Republic of Senegal or République du Sénégal] (“Letter to a Poet” and “Black Woman” are 
by Léopold Senghor.)
[10e] The unrelated Sylvia Washington Bâ praised “Black Woman” for depicting black beauty, which she contrasted 
with this author’s colonialist portrayal of whiteness in his poem “The White Man’s Burden.”
ANSWER: Rudyard Kipling [or Joseph Rudyard Kipling]
<CM, World Literature>

12. This molecule is a sacrificial catalyst in the Sharpless asymmetric dihydroxylation. For 10 points each:
[10h] Name this six-membered heterocycle with two substituents on its nitrogen atom. Either this molecule or 
potassium ferricyanide oxidizes osmium tetroxide to regenerate it in the Upjohn reaction.
ANSWER: NMO [or NMMO; or N-methylmorpholine N-oxide or 4-methylmorpholine 4-oxide; reject 
“morpholinos”]
[10m] Morpholines are better known for replacing sugars in an oligo analogue of these molecules. The resulting 
morpholinos have phosphoramidate (“phos-phor-amid-ate”) groups in their backbone rather than phosphates and 
induce knockdown.
ANSWER: nucleic acids [accept DNA, deoxyribonucleic acid, mRNA, ribonucleic acids, nucleic acid analogues, 
nucleosides, or nucleotides]
[10e] Morpholine can adopt the chair conformation because it has the same shape as this cyclic, six-carbon alkane.
ANSWER: cyclohexane [prompt on C6H12]
<KW, Chemistry>

13. An 1843 book opens with four retellings of a story about this man rising early and bidding his wife farewell. For 
10 points each:
[10e] Søren Kierkegaard’s book Fear and Trembling focuses on what biblical man’s attempt to sacrifice his son?
ANSWER: Abraham [or Abram or ʾAvram]
[10h] The book’s second “problema” asks whether “there is such a thing” as this type of duty to God. This adjective 
and “infinite” precede “negativity” in Kierkegaard’s definition of irony, and it names a “paradox” from his 
Philosophical Fragments.
ANSWER: absolute [or absolut; accept the absolute paradox or infinite absolute negativity]
[10m] The third “problema” asks whether ethics allows Abraham’s adoption of this state, which can be used to 
“save” someone in the “aesthetic” view. The book’s attributed author, Johannes, is surnamed for this attribute.
ANSWER: silence [or keeping silent; accept not speaking; accept Johannes de Silentio or John the Silent]
<JB, Philosophy>

14. A notable member of this institution, Ōuyáng Xiū (“OH-yahng sh’YO”), compiled the ten-volume history, New 
Book of Táng, in ancient prose instead of parallel writing. For 10 points each:
[10h] Name this elite institution of higher learning founded by Emperor Xuánzōng (“shwen-dzong”) of Táng. 
Members admitted to this institution drafted documents and interpreted classical texts for the imperial court.
ANSWER: Hànlín Academy [or Hànlín Yuàn]
[10e] Hànlín scholars helped the Ministry of Rites write content for this merit-based system of selecting officials for 
the imperial bureaucracy. Individuals who passed the highest level of this system were awarded the jìnshì (“jin-
shuh”) degree.
ANSWER: civil service examinations [or imperial examinations; or kējǔ]
[10m] This Sòng Dynasty reformer removed traditional poetry composition from the examinations. Ōuyáng Xiū’s 
reforms inspired this man’s New Policies, which were later repealed by the conservative chancellor Sīmǎ Guāng 
(“suh-mah gwong”).
ANSWER: Wáng Ānshí [accept Jièfǔ]



<AL, World History>

15. The CIGAR format represents the result of this process by encoding events such as mismatches. For 10 points 
each:
[10m] Name this bioinformatic process of relating strings of genetic material by arranging them such that similar 
runs are near each other. This process can be scored using substitution matrices like PAM.
ANSWER: multiple sequence alignment [or pairwise sequence alignment; accept any answer that indicates 
aligning or arranging a sequence of DNA, RNA or protein]
[10h] The Omega version of the Clustal suite greatly improved the quality of its sequence alignments by introducing 
a final step of aligning two “profile” types of these mathematical constructs. These mathematical constructs also 
name a popular sequence alignment package developed by Sean Eddy.
ANSWER: hidden Markov models [or HMMs; accept profile HMMs; accept HMMER; prompt on Markov 
models]
[10e] Sequence alignment is much easier within conserved regions, which have not undergone these events. This 
general class of events, which includes substitutions and deletions, results in changes to a genome.
ANSWER: mutations
<EM, Biology>

16. This plant names a movement that James R. Skillen links to the New Right in This Land is My Land and a 
grouse species whose protection was opposed by Wyoming and Colorado oil interests. For 10 points each:
[10m] Identify this plant that names a “rebellion” against the Bureau of Land Management by politicians like Jim 
Santini of Nevada and Orrin Hatch of Utah. Zane Grey mythologized cowboys in a 1912 novel named for this shrub.
ANSWER: sagebrush [accept Riders of the Purple Sage; accept Sagebrush Rebellion; accept greater sage-grouse; 
accept Great Basin sagebrush or big sagebrush or Artemisia tridentata; prompt on Artemisia]
[10e] In the 1970s, the Sagebrush Rebellion was ignited by BLM orders to reduce herd sizes on these lands to stay 
within their carrying capacity. A folk song evokes “Home on [this place],” “where the deer and the antelope play.”
ANSWER: rangelands [accept “Home on the Range”; prompt on grazing land; prompt on arid lands; prompt on 
steppe or grasslands or prairies or shrubland or chaparral; reject “pasture”]
[10h] Two sisters of this ethnicity cited the 1863 Treaty of Ruby Valley to defend their grazing rights on Newe 
Sogobia rangelands in the 1985 case US v. Dann. Hundreds of nuclear tests took place on their lands in Nye County.
ANSWER: Shoshone [accept Western Shoshone; accept Te-Moak; accept Duckwater Shoshone or Tsaidüka] 
(The Nevada Test Site is located on their traditional lands.)
<NJ, American History>

17. This novel contains a hundred-letter word composed of many different languages’ words for “cough,” which 
occurs as a man begins the tale of the Ondt and the Gracehoper. For 10 points each:
[10m] Name this novel with ten rather long “thunderwords” that precede events like an argument between the 
brothers Shem and Shaun.
ANSWER: Finnegans Wake
[10e] The first thunderword signals a thunderclap that indicates the fall of these two characters mentioned at the start 
of James Joyce’s Finnegans Wake. Paradise Lost chronicles this couple’s fall.
ANSWER: Adam AND Eve [accept in either order]
[10h] The seventh thunderword mentions this character, whose demise is described in the first verse of “The Ballad 
of Persse O’Reilly.” In Through the Looking Glass, this character explains words like “mimsy” and “outgrabe.”
ANSWER: Humpty Dumpty (“mimsy” and “outgrabe” are words are from “Jabberwocky”)
<CM, British Literature>

18. Peter Gourevitch has written about the “international sources” of this type of policy. For 10 points each:



[10e] Name this lower level of Robert Putnam’s “two-level games.” Policy at this level is contrasted with foreign 
policy, and concerns issues within a country itself.
ANSWER: domestic policy [prompt on intranational]
[10h] An IR school named for this country used the “domestic analogy” to argue for a “society of states.” It’s not 
Greece, but Thomas Schelling explained preemptive strikes with a “trap” named for a classical realist from this 
country.
ANSWER: England [accept the English school; prompt on Great Britain or the UK or United Kingdom] (The 
“trap” is the Hobbesian trap.)
[10m] James Fearon argued that these systems signal better in international crises because of domestic “audience 
costs.” The namesake “peace theory” of these systems claims they are unlikely to go to war with each other.
ANSWER: democracies [accept more specific answers like deliberative democracy; or word forms like 
democratic states; accept democratic peace theory]
<JB, Social Science>

19. Charles II’s court sculptor, Luisa Roldán, used this material for a life-sized, hyperrealistic sculpture of Saint 
Ginés (“hee-NAYS”) de la Jara. For 10 points each:
[10m] The Spanish Baroque sculptors of the Sevillian school used the technique of encarnación to achieve lifelike 
effects in what medium? Donatello used this material for his emaciated sculpture of The Penitent Magdalene.
ANSWER: wood [accept specific types of wood, such as pine]
[10h] Specific term required. Methods like estofado were used to give Luisa Roldán’s wooden sculptures what 
quality? Gottfried Semper refuted Johann Winckelmann by proving that classical sculpture used this technique.
ANSWER: polychromy [or being polychrome; prompt on being multi-colored; prompt on being gold-colored]
[10e] Several polychrome sculptures of the Spanish Baroque are displayed at this museum along with a marble patio 
from the Castle of Vélez Blanco. This New York museum is the largest in the United States.
ANSWER: Metropolitan Museum of Art [accept the Met]
<JB, Visual Arts>

20. A science reporter won a 2021 Pulitzer Prize for Explanatory Journalism for his articles “How [this event] Will 
End” and “How [this event] Defeated America.” For 10 points each:
[10e] Name this ongoing global event, whose disruption to the world economy is the subject of Adam Tooze’s 2021 
book Shutdown.
ANSWER: COVID-19 pandemic [accept the pandemic, accept coronavirus pandemic]
[10h] This science journalist and author of I Contain Multitudes won the Pulitzer for his coverage of the COVID-19 
Pandemic. This journalist formerly ran a blog called “Not Exactly Rocket Science” for National Geographic.
ANSWER: Ed Yong
[10m] Yong stopped “Not Exactly Rocket Science” to write for this publication as its first staff science writer. This 
magazine published the controversial piece “Where I Live, No One Cares About COVID” by the Catholic writer 
Matthew Walther.
ANSWER: The Atlantic
<JI, CE/Geo/Other>


